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1870-1874 season for most of hectic absorption in the coming ordeal—he
Age 18-21 appears from his correspondence to have spent two or three hours
a day sailing on the upper river and Home of the residue of his time
in speaking for Mr* Brodrick against Lord Randolph Churchill at
the Woodstock election, hih insouciance w&b justified by tho event,
for he was the only representative of Balliol in an unusually small
first class. He followed this up by winning the Craven Scholarship
—then a more important distinction than the Craven Scholarship
of to-day—and in the autumn of 1874 a Fellowship of Balliol* From
this last achievement ho derived not only kudos, but some solid
financial benefit extending over the next seven years—a convenience
of which he stood in sore need. Tho other Fellowship awarded in the
same year went to Andrew Bradley.
H
For his Alma Mater Asquith at all times cherished gratitude,
sympathy, and even veneration. Oxford was perhaps the only
place which held for him romance. In the evening of his days nothing
gave him more pleasure than to prenide over the Universities Com-
mission : and among minor disappointments few were keener than
his failure to secure election as Chancellor of Oxford, Nor was this
sentiment surprising, for between tho man and the place there was a
strong affinity- Among his deepest instincts was a sense of the
significance and majesty of the past- Oxford offers all that the most
exacting historical imagination can desire. He took the keenest
delight in finesse and felicity of expression, in stylo and perfection of
language* To this appetite she ministered by steeping him in the
study of the flawless models of antiquity, If he rejoiced and
excelled in the clash of debate, sho supplied him, through the Union,
with a microcosm of the House of Commons. IJ> he aspired to a
career, she gave him a local reputation and set i&e ladder of fortune
before him*
Few public men of his time have set so much store by education
in general and in particular by the classical dietary which is Oxford's
chosen staple. For the " academic " in the sense of the unreal, he
had a robust scorn, and often reminded political visionaries that
we live not M Platonis in re publioa fled in hac Romulidanim feece,"
But for the " academic " in a different sense—in the sense in which
it is applied to studies worth pursuing and in fact puraued for their
own sake—he had a very enthusiastic respect, While he would never
allow that a classical education lacks utilitarian value—folding on *
__s,

